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ABSTRACT
Interleaved comparison methods, which compare rankers using click
data, are a promising alternative to traditional information retrieval
evaluation methods that require expensive explicit judgments. A
major limitation of these methods is that they assume access to live
data, meaning that new data must be collected for every pair of
rankers compared. We investigate the use of previously collected
click data (i.e., historical data) for interleaved comparisons. We
start by analyzing to what degree existing interleaved comparison
methods can be applied and find that a recent probabilistic method
allows such data reuse, even though it is biased when applied to
historical data. We then propose an interleaved comparison method
that is based on the probabilistic approach but uses importance
sampling to compensate for bias. We experimentally confirm that
probabilistic methods make the use of historical data for interleaved
comparisons possible and effective.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: H.3.3 Information Search
and Retrieval

Keywords
Information retrieval, Interleaved comparisons, A/B testing, Implicit
feedback, Evaluation, Reusability

1. INTRODUCTION
Interleaved comparison methods [8, 17, 18], which compare ran-

kers using naturally occuring user interactions such as clicks, are
quickly gaining interest as a complement to traditional evaluations
for information retrieval (IR). Compared to evaluations based on
manual judgments from expert annotators, interleaved comparison
methods rely only on data that can be collected cheaply and unobtru-
sively. Since this data is based on the behavior of real users, it more
accurately reflects how well their information needs are met [18].

Existing interleaved comparison methods suffer from a drawback:
they assume access to live data, i.e., data gathered during the evalu-
ation itself. Comparing two rankers requires presenting users with
interleaved result lists based on those rankers and observing how
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they interact with them. Since historical data, collected while com-
paring two different rankers, is unlikely to contain the same result
lists, it is unclear how it can be exploited by interleaved comparison
methods. No existing research has addressed this question.

Without the ability to estimate comparison outcomes using histor-
ical data, the practical utility of interleaved comparison methods is
limited. If all comparisons are done with live data, then applications
such as learning to rank, which perform many comparisons, need
prohibitive amounts of data. Since interleaving result lists may af-
fect the user’s experience of a search engine, the collection of live
data is complicated by the need to first control the quality of the
compared rankers using alternative evaluation setups.

Using previously collected data is already possible for evaluation
methods that use explicit assessments [1]. Thus, although obtaining
explicit judgments is initially expensive, this cost can be amortized
over the whole set of evaluations that reuse the same judgments.
Interleaved comparisons are less expensive initially but cannot be
amortized, as live data is needed for each new evaluation.

We remedy this shortcoming by investigating the use of historical
data by interleaved comparison methods. First, we analyze to what
degree existing approaches can exploit historical data. We show
that, while the most widely known approach, called team-draft
[17, 18], cannot do so effectively, a recently developed probabilistic
method [8] can. This method makes efficient use of sample data
by marginalizing over the ways in which observed result lists may
have been constructed. In the live data setting, the probabilistic
method is unbiased, i.e., its expected value equals the expected
outcome. However, it is biased when applied to historical data.
Second, we introduce an interleaved comparison method that is
based on the probabilistic approach but uses importance sampling to
correct for bias. Third, we present an empirical analysis of the use
of historical data by interleaved comparison methods. Because the
estimated values are ultimately used only to make a binary decision,
the original, biased approach is surprisingly robust. When lots of
historical data is available, the unbiased approach performs better.
The reuse of historical data enables the application of interleaved
comparisons to learning to rank and large-scale evaluation feasible.

2. RELATED WORK
In this section, we discuss IR literature that is related to the

use of clicks for IR evaluation as well as approaches to off-policy
evaluation using historical data in reinforcement learning.

Click-based evaluation in IR. Click data is a promising source of
information for IR systems as it can be collected at low cost, is
abundant in frequently-used search applications, and reflects user
behavior and preferences. There are ongoing efforts to incorporate
click data in retrieval algorithms, e.g., for pseudo-relevance feedback
[12], and in learning to rank [10, 11].



Using click data to evaluate retrieval systems has long been a
promising alternative to expensive explicit judgments (“editorial
data”), but the reliability of click-based evaluation has been found to
be problematic. While reliability appears to be high in professional
search, where trained archivists search professionally maintained
archives [7, 21], evaluation methods that interpret clicks as absolute
relevance judgments in more broadly used settings were found to be
unreliable, due to large differences in click behavior between users
and search topics [13, 18].

One line of research that addresses the problem of high variance
in user clicks has resulted in click behavior models that combine
explicit judgments and click data per query [3, 4]. These models
are trained to predict clicks and/or relevance of documents that have
not been presented to users at a particular rank, or that have not
been presented at all for the given query. Such models leverage
click data to allow more accurate evaluations with relatively few
explicit judgments [2, 15]. The models can be reused but, unlike
our method, require access to editorial data.

An alternative to click-based evaluation that does not require edi-
torial judgments and is robust to noise in user clicks is interleaved
comparison [6, 8, 18]. Such methods infer relative preferences be-
tween a pair of rankers. They work by combining pairs of document
rankings into interleaved document lists, which are then presented to
the user, instead of the original lists. User clicks on the interleaved
list are observed and projected back to the original lists to infer
which list would be preferred by users. Repeating this interleaving
over many queries leads to very reliable comparisons. The work
in this paper is based on the team-draft [17, 18] and probabilistic
interleave [8] methods, which are described in §3.1

Off-policy evaluation. The problem of estimating interleaved com-
parison outcomes using historical data is related to off-policy eval-
uation [20] in reinforcement learning (RL), a branch of machine
learning in which agents learn from interaction with an environment
by taking actions and receiving rewards. Solving RL problems re-
quires being able to evaluate a policy that specifies what actions the
agent should take. The challenge in off-policy evaluation is to use
data gathered with one policy to evaluate another one even though
the two policies may specify different actions for a given context.

Algorithms for off-policy evaluation have been developed for
tasks similar to IR, namely news recommendation [14] and ad place-
ment [19]. Many existing algorithms are not directly applicable to
the IR setting because they assume reward can be directly observed
(e.g., in the form of clicks on ads). Since clicks are too noisy to be
treated as absolute reward in IR [13, 18], only relative feedback can
be inferred. We consider how to reuse historical data for interleaved
comparison methods that work with implicit, relative feedback.

One tool employed by existing off-policy methods that is appli-
cable to our setting is importance sampling [16, 20]. Importance
sampling can be used to estimate the expected value ET [f(X)]
under a target distribution PT when data was collected under a dif-
ferent source distribution PS . The importance sampling estimator
is:

ET [f(X)] ≈ 1

n

n∑
i=1

f(xi)
PT (xi)

PS(xi)
, (1)

where f is a function of X , and the xi are samples of X collected
under PS . These are reweighted according to the ratio of their prob-
ability of occurring under PT and PS . This estimator is unbiased

1Like all interleaved comparison methods, our approach may be
affected by bias in click behavior. However, they have been demon-
strated to work well in practical settings [17].

(i.e., its expected value is equal to ET [f(X)]) as long as the source
distribution is non-zero at points where the target distribution is.

Importance sampling can be more or less efficient than using the
target distribution directly, depending on how well the source distri-
bution focuses on regions important for estimating the target value.
In this work, we use importance sampling to derive an unbiased
estimator of interleaved comparison outcomes using historical data.

3. METHODS AND ANALYSIS
We discuss three approaches for estimating interleaved compar-

ison outcomes from historical data. First, we analyze to what de-
gree current state-of-the-art interleaved comparison methods (the
team-draft and probabilistic interleave methods) can be applied to
historical data.2 Then we propose an unbiased approach that is
derived by applying importance sampling to probabilistic interleave.

3.1 Team-draft
Team-draft [17, 18] is based on the idea that team captains (rankers)

select their most valued players (documents) in a friendly match
(gaining clicks on result documents). Like other interleaved compar-
ison methods, team-draft compares two ranked lists of documents,
l1 and l2, given a query q, using two steps: (1) interleaving and
(2) comparison. During the first step, an interleaved result list is gen-
erated from the original lists. For each pair of ranks to be filled with
result documents, a coin flip determines which of l1 or l2 gets to
select a document first. This list then contributes its highest-ranked
document that is not yet part of the interleaved list. The algorithm
also records which list contributed which document in an assign-
ment vector a. Once the result list is constructed, it is presented
to the user, whose clicks are then recorded. During comparison,
clicks are attributed to the original lists that contributed the clicked
documents. The list obtaining more clicks wins the comparison.

A naive way of applying the team-draft method to historical data
is to use only observed lists that could have been constructed under
the target rankers for the given query. The effectiveness of this
approach depends on the similarity of the document lists under the
original and target rankers. The more these differ, the less likely it
is to find matching interleaved result lists and, typically, the amount
of overlap is expected to be very low. Furthermore, even in cases
where the original and target pairs are very similar pairs, relying on
historical data is problematic, as it can lead to bias. For example, the
interleaved result lists collected using the original ranker pair may
overlap only with target document lists for specific queries (e.g.,
only “easy” queries with a clearly identifiable relevant document)
that poorly reflect the relative performance of the target rankers.
This can lead to incorrect decisions about the preferred target ranker.

There is no apparent way to derive an unbiased estimator based
on team-draft that reuses historical data. Such an estimator can be
derived using the probabilistic interleave method, described below.

3.2 Probabilistic Interleave
The probabilistic interleave method [8] is a recent interleaved

comparison method based on a probabilistic formulation of the
team-draft method. Using this formulation, the method can make
more effective use of observed click data than previous methods.

Like team-draft, probabilistic interleave consists of an interleav-
ing step and a comparison step. During the first step, the interleaved
result list is generated as follows. For each rank of the interleaved

2The balanced interleave [18] and document constraint [6] methods
are not analyzed in detail. Our arguments regarding the data effi-
ciency and bias of the team-draft method when applied to historical
data apply to these methods as well.
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Figure 1: Probabilistic model for comparing rankers, follow-
ing [8]. Shaded nodes indicate that the probability distributions
for these variables are known.

list, it randomly selects an original list from (l1, l2) to contribute
a document (recorded in an assignment vector a, as in team-draft).
Then, selecting a document from this list is formulated as random
sampling without replacement from a probability distribution over
documents. The distribution over documents is instantiated such
that the highest-ranked document is the most likely to be drawn and
probabilities quickly decrease with lower ranks. Consequently, all
possible permutations of result documents are possible.

The second step, comparison, could be implemented exactly as
in the team-draft method. However, a more effective comparison
method can be derived using the observation that the interleaving
process can be represented by a probabilistic model (cf., Fig. 1).
The model describes the relationship between queries q ∈ Q, assign-
ments a ∈ A, interleaved lists l ∈ L, clicks c ∈ C, and outcomes
o ∈ O. Q and C are unknown but samples of both are observed. We
also treat the outcome O as a random variable. O has three possible
values and is deterministic given a and c. If l1 obtained more clicks
than l2, then O = −1. If both lists obtained the same number of
clicks, then O = 0. If l2 obtained more clicks, then O = 1.

With this model definition, we can derive an estimator of the ex-
pected comparison outcome, given n samples of the form (ci, li, qi).
To allow for efficient use of available sample data, the observed,
noisy, assignments are ignored. The expected value of the compari-
son outcome E[O] is estimated by marginalizing across all possible
assignments that could have led to an observed list l. This results in
graded click assignments that depend on the similarity between the
compared rankers (i.e., small differences are inferred if a document
is moved up by one rank, and bigger differences are inferred for
more dramatic changes). The method also reduces noise result-
ing from randomized assignments, making it more effective than
methods that directly use observed assignments.

The resulting estimator computes the expected comparison out-
come E[O] given samples from an interleaving experiment con-
ducted according to the graphical model in Fig. 1:

E[O] ≈ 1

n

n∑
i=1

∑
a∈A

∑
o∈O

oP (o|ci, a)P (a|li, qi). (2)

The probability of an assignment given observed lists and queries
is computed using: P (A|L,Q) = P (L|A,Q)P (A|Q)/P (L|Q)
(Bayes’ rule). Note that P (A|Q) = P (A), because A and Q
are independent, and P (L|Q) is fully specified by the interleaving
process. Finally, P (L|A,Q) can be obtained using P (L|A,Q) =∏|L|

r=1 P (L[r] | A[r], L[1, r − 1], Q). Here, |L| is the length of the
document list, L[r] denotes the document placed at rank r in the
interleaved list L, L[1, r − 1] contains the documents added to the
list before rank r, and A[r] denotes the assignment at rank r, i.e.,
which list contributed the document at r.

Probabilistic interleave can be directly applied to historical data
in the same way as team-draft. It is expected to be more effective,

since it can infer information about two target rankers from clicks
observed on any interleaved list. While it is unbiased in the live data
setting, probabilistic interleave suffers from bias in the historical
data setting in cases where the original distribution of interleaved
result lists differs from the distribution under the target rankers. For
example, suppose we compare two target rankers given historical
data collected under two original rankers, where one of the target
rankers reverses the result list of one of the original rankers. In
the observed data, documents ranked low under the target rankers
are much more likely to be highly ranked than those ranked highly
under the target ranker. Hence, documents that are highly ranked
under the target ranker had a lower probability of being inspected
and ultimately clicked by the user when the data was collected, than
if the data was collected under the target rankers. Thus, outcomes
based on the historical data are biased against this target ranker.

3.3 Importance Sampling
Our analysis showed that existing interleaved comparison meth-

ods can be applied to historical data to various degrees, with team-
draft expected to make very inefficient use of historical data, and
probabilistic interleave expected to be able to utilize all historical
data to some degree. A drawback in both cases is that outcomes
inferred on the basis of historical data can be biased. Building on
the properties of the probabilistic method we can apply statistical
methods to derive an unbiased estimator.

Consider two pairs of rankers. Pair S is the source ranker pair,
which was compared in a live experiment using interleaved result
lists from which the comparison outcome was computed using the
resulting clicks. All data from this experiment have been recorded,
and we want to compare a new ranker pair T using this data. Ob-
servations for S occur under the original distribution PS , while
observations for T occur under the target distribution PT . Our goal
is to estimate the outcome of comparing T , given data from the past
experiment of S, by compensating for the difference between PT

and PS . PT and PS can be seen as instantiations of the graphical
model in Fig. 1. Both instantiations have the same event spaces and
only the distribution over L changes for different ranker pairs. The
distributions over A are the same by design of the interleaving pro-
cess. Distributions over C and Q are the same for different ranker
pairs because we assume that clicks and queries are drawn from the
same static distribution, independently of the ranker pair used to
generate the presented list.

A naive estimator of the expected outcome ET [O] from sam-
ple data observed under PS can be obtained from the definition
of the importance sampling estimator in Eq. 1 with f(C,A) =∑

o∈O oP (o|C,A):

ET [O] ≈ 1

n

n∑
i=1

∑
o∈O

oP (o|ci, ai)
PT (ci, ai)

PS(ci, ai)
. (3)

This estimator is unbiased but expected to perform poorly, as it
merely reweights the original, noisy, estimates, which can increase
the overall variance. To derive an efficient estimator, we need to
marginalize over all possible assignments, as in the original proba-
bilistic interleave method. This results in the following estimator,
which is unbiased given samples from an interleaving experiment
conducted according to the graphical model in Fig. 1 under PS :

ET [O] ≈ 1

n

n∑
i=1

∑
a∈A

∑
o∈O

oP (o|ci, a)P (a|li, qi)
PT (li|qi)
PS(li|qi)

. (4)

Note that P (L|Q) =
∑

a∈A P (L|a,Q)P (a), which can be ob-
tained using Bayes’ rule and the fact that P (a) = 1

|A| .



Equation 4 completes our importance sampling estimator for
comparing rankers using historical data that was collected using the
probabilistic interleave process defined in Fig. 1.3

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Interleaved comparison methods have not been applied to his-

torical data in previous work, so we cannot follow accepted exper-
imental practice. Here, we propose to follow a simulation-based
approach that allows us to assess the effectiveness of interleaved
comparison methods for historical data under different conditions.
The setup is based on the simulation framework used for evaluation
in [8] and combines learning to rank data sets and click models to
simulate users’ interactions with a retrieval system. Here, we extend
this framework to allow for the simulation of historical interactions.
Below, we give an overview of our data, procedure, user model, and
experimental runs.

Our experiments are run on the 18, 919 queries of the training set
of fold 1 of the MSLR-WEB30k Microsoft learning to rank data set
[8].4 This data set encodes relations between queries and candidate
documents in 136 precomputed features, and provides (manual)
relevance judgments on a 5-point scale (from 0 – “non-relevant”
to 4 – “highly relevant”). We generate rankers from the features
provided with the data set. This means that our experiments simulate
the task of comparing the effectiveness of individual features for
retrieval using varying amounts of historical data.

Our experiment investigates the bias-variance tradeoff inherent to
the probabilistic methods by studying the convergence of compari-
son methods for individual queries. It assumes that a large amount of
historical data has been collected for a set of queries and ranker pairs
(e.g., for frequently occurring queries in web search). To simulate
historical data, we use the following procedure. First, we randomly
sample a query q and an original ranker pair from the available
data, record both, and then generate n = 500,000 interleaved result
lists and clicks for q using the original ranker pair. The interleaved
result lists are generated according to the interleaved comparison
method being evaluated (i.e., either using TD, or probabilistically,
depending on the method).

User clicks are generated using the following model of user inter-
actions with a result list. A user interaction consists of submitting a
query to the system, examining the top 10 documents of the returned
result list, and clicking links to promising documents. Users inspect
and click documents following the Dependent Click Model [5].
They start with the top-ranked document and proceed down the list,
clicking on promising documents and, after viewing a document,
decide whether to stop or examine more documents. Click and stop
probabilities are instantiated using the graded relevance assessments
provided with the data set. It is assumed that users are more likely to
click on more relevant documents, based on the attractiveness of e.g.,
the document title and snippet. Our experiments use a perfect click
model [8], with a stopping probability of zero (i.e., the user inspects
all top 10 results of each interleaved list), and a click probability that
linearly increases with document relevance (with click probability
P (c) = 0.0 for non-relevant documents and P (c) = 1.0 for highly
relevant documents).

3Note that the resulting estimator does not depend on the assign-
ments observed in the original data and could be applied to data
collected in an arbitrary way, as long as the distribution over result
lists is known and non-zero for all lists that are possible under the
target distribution. This opens up directions for future work on more
effective sampling algorithms for interleaved comparisons.
4http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/
mslr/default.aspx

After generating a set of historical data, we randomly sample a
target ranker pair and use the historical data to infer a comparison
outcome for this target pair, using either our baseline (TD) or our
experimental methods. We measure the performance of the inter-
leaved comparison methods in terms of accuracy compared to the
Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) [9]. We repeat
the experiment 500 times, and report the accuracy of each method
averaged over repetitions after observing n historical data points.

5. RESULTS
In this section we report on the result obtained in our experi-

ments, as described in §4. The experiments are designed to compare
the accuracy of different interleaved comparison methods when
using large amounts of historical data. We compare the following
interleaved comparison methods for historical data:
• TD: the team-draft method following [18], with naive reuse

of historical data as described in §3.1.
• PI+MA: probabilistic interleaving that marginalizes over as-

signments but without bias correction, as defined in Eq. 2
(cf. §3.2, [8]).
• PI+IS: probabilistic interleaving with naive importance sam-

pling, using the estimator defined in Eq. 3 (cf. §3.3).
• PI+IS+MA: probabilistic interleaving that marginalizes over

assignments and corrects for bias using importance sampling,
as defined in Eq. 4 (cf. §3.3).

Fig. 2 shows the accuracy of interleaved comparison methods over
the number of historical samples. TD performs poorly, as it reuses
only a small portion of samples for which the original and target
pairs are similar enough to have overlap. We observe a strong effect
of this limitation, with a low, almost constant accuracy of 7.4%.

The second-lowest performance is from PI+IS. Performance suf-
fers from high variance caused by importance sampling for pairs
where the distributions over interleaved lists under the target ranker
pair is different from the original distribution. In these cases, a
large portion of the observed samples has a small probability of
occurring under the target distribution, and therefore receives a very
low weight. Rarely, a result list occurs that is very unlikely under
the original distribution, but very likely under the target distribution.
If such a result list is observed, it receives a very high weight (in
extreme cases importance weights on the order of 1010). Individual
samples with extreme weights strongly affect comparison outcomes.
For example, a large number of low-weight samples could be ob-
served that indicate a preference for the wrong target ranker. The
estimate of the outcome is then suddenly corrected when one sample
with a high weight is added. This type of behavior results in the
up-and-down pattern of the accuracy under the PI+IS method.

For PI+MA and PI+IS+MA, we observe a tradeoff between bias
and variance. The accuracy of PI+MA converges comparatively
quickly, with only small changes in comparison outcomes after
1,000 observed samples. Final accuracy is only 65.4%, 5% lower
than that of PI+IS+MA after processing the same number of sam-
ples. PI+IS+MA exhibits a pattern of noise similar to that of PI+IS,
though to a much lesser degree. Compared to PI+IS, this method
can use the available sample data much more effectively, resulting
in lower variance of the importance weights and weighted outcomes.
While PI+MA converges early to suboptimal performance, the per-
formance of PI+IS+MA continues to improve with more sample
data. In the limit, it is expected to converge to the level of perfor-
mance achieved with live data.

This experiment confirms the hypothesized tradeoff between
bias and variance for probabilistic interleaved comparison meth-
ods. Comparison outcomes under the original biased probabilistic

http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/mslr/default.aspx
http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/mslr/default.aspx
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Figure 2: Results. Accuracy over the number of historical im-
pressions for interleaved comparisons methods applied to indi-
vidual queries and ranker pairs.

method exhibit low variance and estimates converge quickly. This
can lead to relatively high performance when little sample data is
available but in expectation does not produce the same outcomes
as comparisons using live data. Methods that use importance sam-
pling are unbiased, but high variance in importance weights can
lead to slow convergence. Our importance sampling estimator that
marginalizes over assignments (PI+IS+MA) achieves relatively low
levels of noise by using the observed data more effectively than the
naive importance sampling estimator.

6. CONCLUSION
We addressed how to make interleaved comparison methods more

efficient through the reuse of historical data. Doing so is critical
to making the advantages of such methods available in practical
settings. We first analyzed to what degree existing interleaved
comparison methods can reuse historical data. We found that a
recently developed probabilistic approach can do so effectively,
although it is biased. We then proposed an unbiased estimator by
combining the probabilistic method with importance sampling. The
first, naive approach performs poorly due to variance introduced
by importance sampling. We experimentally demonstrated that
probabilistic interleaved comparison methods can effectively reuse
historical data. Best results were obtained by our unbiased method
when large amounts of historical data are available.

We expect our methods to be the most beneficial in settings where
many ranker pairs have to be compared, such as large-scale evalua-
tion and learning to rank. In learning to rank, it is typical that the
best of a set of rankers has to be identified quickly and reusing data
collected for previous comparisons could result in faster and more
robust learning for the same number of live impressions. Our future
work will focus on exploring this direction.
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